
Alan Robinson
London Nil
* VIe will glad!)' collect tosether readers prob
lems, and' solutIons where proffered, in a regu
lar way given encouraging response - ed. I

c=-V~;'-;~i;

For light in free space, J.Lr and Er are unity. This
is the value for c used in the calculation for
relativistic mass, Ind so on.

In the case of a medium other than free space
JA.r and Er are greater than unity resultins in the
speed of light through that medium being re
duced.

This means that a particle can travel through
that medium faster than light cln without vio
lating relativity.

It seems straishtforward to me, or is this kind
of idea going to come under the scrutiny of Or
Murray?
B. D. Runagle
Burton on Trent

even eat sometimes and so commercial consider
ations stop me publishing an improved and
more practical class S circuitI
S. This in the conventional sense is not a
multiloop amplifier. Finally I stand by my equa
tions which clearly show that the problem of
distortion can be pushed onto the voltase ampli
fier with all the advantages this has.
A. Sandman
LondonNW3
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Several readers rose to the defence of the ICcrank
Cerenkovu

, and I must apologise for drawing
them into my private war with the Estab
lishment. They all gave the official explanation
of why the Cerenkov effect does not invalidate
special relativity. B. G. Bainbridge, B. J. C.
Burrows, F. MacAlister and K. Wood all wrote
briefly. J. S. Lindfoot hopes being a heretic will
not exempt contributors from the standard of
competence expected from others. D. Rawson
Harris dealt at some length with Dr Murray's
Heretic's Guide.

My letter was a reaction to 11 book I had read
through several times very carefully. rIDe book,
Fiction Stranger Than Troth, is published in
Australia by N. Rudakov. ~lbe Fictioll of the
book's title is Einstein's theory ofspecial relativ
ity. Rudakov has dissected Einstein's lOOS
paper with the skill of a surgeon, phrase by
phrase, sentence by sentence, and equation by
equation. His book is not suitable reading for
ardent Relativists. He begins with a comprchen-

HERETICS GUIDE TO
MODERN PHYSICS
I would like to echo M. G. Wellard's approval of
the open-minded attitude taken by Dr Murray
in his articles. I think, though, that he (Wellard)
is being somewhat hard on Cerenkov and, for
that matter, the Nobe1 Award Committee, my
understanding of the situation is this. The speed
of light is

FREE SATELLITE TV?
When satellite television finally arrives, and I
point my dish skywards, and only watch foreign
broadcasts, will I still need to take out a licence?

Logic tells me "No, of course not", but a
lifetime's experience of paying taxes on this
sceptred isle makes me hazard a guess that Itll
be required to take out nor tmI .- but two of
them!
Douglas Byrne
Ryde,loW
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CLASSS
Mr Allinson's interesting letter (December)
raises several points. I deal with them under his
numbering. .
1. Another altogether different class S may have
been invented by B. D. Bedford in 1932 but
neither I nor anyone I know had heard of it. As
recycling and conse.rvadon is now in fashion I
suggest that we recycle Mr Bedford's class S and
associate the name with my circuit on the
grounds of under-utilization!

From Mr Allinson's description the Bedford
circuit sounds like class C with a filter added,
hardly worth a class name to itself.
2. A2 may be a variant of the Howland circuit
but it is novel, although the really novel feature
of the scheme is the paralleling of the voltage
and current drives to a load for the first time.
However as now appears the voltage amplifier,
far from being irrelevant, is vital.
3. Because the voltage source with its very Jow
impedance is connected directly to the non..
invertins input (my Fig. 4), A2 has no positive
feedback applied to it. It is thus inherently sta
ble.
4. Mr Allinson's figures of an improvement of
280 times or 49 dB runs counter to his general
argument and strongly support the worth of the
scheme. It is quite true that during the cross...
over region the load seen by Al drops to about
that of the load proper. But provided that the
voltage amplifier can handle this Le. that its
output impedance is low, a quite achieveable
target, the spikes can be negligable. There is of
course nothing to stop A2 being designed with
less crossover distortion. Contrary to the belief
of British industry's managers, we design engi
neers have to pay our telephone bills in cash and

On a number ofoccasions I have found that no
one makes quite the component I would have
liked for an application t and that the design
solution turns out to be disappointinsly compli
cated for no other reason. Often in such a case
the device could be a Schottky t. t.1. or c.m.o.s.
i.c. and would simply be a rearrangement of on..
chip components or gates already well-proven.
This means that development of the chip should
not pose any serious problems and the device
could be manufactured easily enoush.

This letter has been triggered by one such
example. I am currently desisning some equip
ment involving logic working from a +SV
supply, and some audio circuits. To keep costs
down, the audio circuits use ±SV supplies, re·
quiriDI only the addition of an extra fairly small
-5V supply derived from the same centre·
tapped ttansformer secondary. The 10Sic con..
ttols the audio by c.m.o.s. switches, either 4016
or 4066, with VDD and Vss at +SV and -SV.

Now the rub is that level shifters are needed
to translate Schottky t.t.l. signals to ±5V lope
swings needed by the analogue switches. This is
not terribly hard; a p-n-p transistor and three
resistors do the job (Fig. I), but this niggles the
switches themselves, and the number of them
- four· transistors and 12 resistors per switch
package - increases manufacturing costs.

What makes the situation most frustrating is
that the i.e. manufacturers have themselves al·
ready solved the problem elsewhere in the 40S I,
4052, and 4053. These i.cs are cheap, and con
tain 4066-type switches and level shifters which
do exactly the job I need done. They also con...
tain a few gates, but that is not too relevant to
this point, except that gates can also be included
easily.

The conclusion is obvious. Take a 4066. Put
it in a 16...pin package instead and add the third
VD power supply pin and level shifters. This
leaves one pin spare, and the only remaining
question is what to do with it (leaving pins
unsued is in my view a crime). It is not neces
sary to look very far for a solution to thisl Some
of my switches are controlled directly by
microprocessor output port bits. If the switch
i.cs also contained transparent input latches
with the remaining pin as a strobe (active low to
connect directly to the address decoder), they
could interface directly with the data bus and
save me the cost of a port register as well! For
situations where the switches are to be
controlled directly by the input lines, the strobe
is simply tied permanently low.

Thus arose my invaluable but cbeap, and
unfortunately imaginary, analogue switch i.e.
(Fig. 2), with d.c. specification basically those
of the 4051/2/3. They'd sell millions, and I
could have been happier.

All this brings me to wonder how often other
WW readers have had comparable thoughts in
different applications, and whether WW could
usefully serve both Lc. manufacturers and users
by providing a forum for such ideas, perhaps as
an extension to the Circuit Ideas columns. I
would love to hear comments from WW,* its
readers, and the manufacturers on this.

Finally, in fairness to Analogue Devices, I
must point out that the AD7590 does pretty well
exactly the job mine does) but compared with
4000-series switches it is a relati\'Cly expensive
hish performance device capable of operating
from ±16V supplies.
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live analysis of the Establishment's success in
repressing all forms of criticism ofits heroes and
their theories, and he has collected, over a
period of many years, more than enough evi..
dence to show th8t the physics Establishment is
ID the hands of ideological extremists. Rudakov
cites a review of H. Aspden's book, Modem
Aether Science: Aspden is a crackpot, it says,
and his book should not be acquired by libra
ries.

As Rudakov mentioned the Establishment's
treatment of the late Herbert Dingle, I have
.ince read Dingle's book Science at the Cross
roads. This is a chronicle of Dingle's failure to
extract from individual members of the Estab·
lishment) a simple answer to a simple question.
His last failure was recorded in Wireless World
July 1981 under the name of Wilkie. I lust
suspected the Establishment might be exhibit
ing symptoms common to all totalitarian states
when I read in Relativity and Time SisnaJs by
L. Essen (Wirele.rs World, September 1978)
"The theory is so rilidly held that young scient
ilts who have any regard for their careers dare
not openly express their doubts.n McCausland,
in his comments accompany Dingle's article
(October 1980) mentioned the "special provi.
lion" of editors of journals swearing allegiance
to the Bstablishment, and quoted an article by
Davies "Why Pick on Einstein" published in
N~ Seiln'",. The New Scientist later published
a short article summarising letters arising from
Davies's article) headed Einstein 6, Cranks I.
We are the Greatest! I have deduced from a
study of the behaviour of the Establishment of a
country UDder the control of political extrem
ists, that suppression of criticism is scientific
proof that the theory - that the man in charge
is there for the benefit of his charges - is
seriously flawed, and I can only assume that the
physics Establishment is suppressing criticism
for the same reason, and is not defending a
scientific theory at all. Herschel and Babbage
formed the British Association in 1833 to des
troy the corruption of the Royal Society. A
repeat performance is overdue. Wireless World is
now the only outlet for criticism of modern
theory.

I have already given a simple mathematical
analysis of special relativity based on Fourier's
theory of dimensions, in my appreciation of
Maxwell. Maxwell began his Treatise with an
explanation of Fourier's theory, and in his chap
ter headed Dimensions of Blectric Units, he
analysed his electric and magnetic units, their
products and ratios, into the three fundamental
units of mass, time and length to show that the
number of electrostatic units in one electromag·
netic unit had the dimensions of a velocity, the
velocity of JiBht in free space. I cannot see how
Maxwell could have developed his equations
without the assistance of Fourier's theory.
UlinB Fourier's theory, every quantity and
equation of relativistic dynamics is absurd, and
at least one third of Nobel Prizes for physics
were awarded for theories and discoveries that
cannot possibly fulfnl Nobel's motive for his
endowment. Cerenkov discovered his effect in
1934, but he had to wait 24 years for his prize
because he was dismissed as a crank until some
one amended Relativity.

Einstein attempted in his theory to justify
Michelson and Morley's interpretation of their
experiment, which implied that light did not
obey Newton's laws of motion. Helmholtz had
proved mathematically that the law of the
conservation of energy could be derived from
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Newton's laws of motion. This is why Maxwell
insisted that electromagnetism was a dynamic
science, and why he succeeded in constructing a
mathematical working model of his ether using
the equations of dynamics. Therefore MaxweU's
equations predict that light obeys Newton's
laws of motion. But MichaeJson and MorJey
implied that it didn't, and they also implied that
light did not obey the law of the conservation of
energy. The simplest way to avoid conforming
to Newton's laws ofmotion is to vary the dimen
sions of the fundamental units of time and
length.

There are two possible explanations of
Michaelson and Morley's interpretation of their
experiment. Either light suffers a temporary
loss of kinetic energy when passing an observer,
or the observer loses kinetic energy when pass
ing a wave of light. As Einstein could only
predict the velocity of light he chose the fll'st
explanation. His measuring rod represents the
dimensions of the fundamental unit of length
and the time between each tick of his clock
represents the duration of the fundamental unit
of time. There is a reason why he chose to
multiply the dimensions of the fundamental
unit of length by Lorenz's factor VI-(v/cr,
which is less than one when you move, and
divide the duration of the fundamental unit of
time by the same factor. A velocity has the
dimensions of LIT, and if Einstein reversed his
mathematical operations, the velocity of light
would increase. Special relativity is a very
simple theory. An observer is forbidden to tra
vel at a velocity in excess of that of light, be
cause light would then travel backward.

The formula given by B. D. Runagle is due to
Maxwell. The value of the quantity E has been
inverted in the SI system of uDits. Maxwell
would have expressed this equation (squaring
both sides) as ~=EJJA. in free space. E is the ratio
of the electromative intensity E, to the corre
sponding electric displacement D. Maxwdl
called this ratio "the coefficient of electric elas·
ticity of the medium" (Art. 60 of his Treatise).
This coefficient varies inversely as the specific
inductive capacity, k. The electromotive inten
sity E is by analogy the stress in an elastic
medium which produces a strain, the electric
displacement of the medium, D. The ratio
EID=E is the electrical equivalent of the
mechanical ratio, stress!strain=Young's mod
ulus of elasticity. 11 is the ratio of the mapetic
induction B to the magnetic force H, and repre·
sents the density of the electromagnetic
medium. Magnetism is a flywheel effect of the
medium with an electric current as its axle, and
any change of the medium's density would
change the flywheel moment of inertia. The
equation c2=E,€otidlo tells us that the square of
the velocity of light is directly proportional to
the electtomapetic medium's elasticity or
pressure, and inversely proportional to its den·
aity, just as the square of the velocity ofa sound
wave is directly proportional to the air pressure
and inversely proportional to the air density (see
equation 4 of Aspden'. Ether article, October
1982). The energy of the air at every point of a
sound wave is half kinetic and half potential. In
Art. 792 MaxweU proved mathematically uthat
at every point of the wave the intrinsic energy of
the medium" is half kinetic and half potential.
Presumably MuweD as a crank.

I cannot understand the scientifIC meaning of
the phrase "a medium other than a vacuum") if
there is no medium in a vacuUDl. Iflilht passes

through a vacuum under the influence ofa nep
tive electrostatic field, light's velocity exceeds
that of its 'constant' velocity in a vacuum, and a
vacuum under the influence of a positive
electrostatic field reverses this effect. If liJbt
passes through a honow elecuomasnet in a
vacuum in the same direction as the flow of the
magnetic flux, the apparent velocity oflilht is in
excess of its 'constant' speed.. Iflilht is directed
against the flow of magnetic flux, its apparent
velocity is below its 'constant' speed.. This is a
Doppler effect caused by the kinetic enerlY of a
moving medium. Both £ and 1.1 are ratios. Why
then should the suffIX r apply to a medium, IDd
the suffa 0 apply to nothing, when their dif·
ference merely depends on changes of E) D, H
and B? Maxwell said in Art. 428: "Mapctic
induction is a directed quantity of the nature of
a flux, and it satisfies the lime conditions of
continuity as electric currents and other fluxes
do." The equation of continuity was discovered
by mathematicians investigating the motioDs
and strains of liquid media. To legitimately ap-
ply an equation of continuity to a IYstem, a
scientist should first be satisfied that a system
has a continuous supply ofa medium.. The omy
medium to satisfy Maxwell's conditions is Asp-
den's continuum of positive electrostatic poten
tial energy, if the word 'positive' is used to avoid
all ideas ofDeptive quantities.

Fiction Stranger loan Truth is available from
the publisher, N. Rudakov, PO Box 123) Gce..
long, Vie. 3220, Australia. Price, includina p&p
Australian $12.
M. G.. Wellard

IMPACT OF THE
PHOTON
Dr Scott Murray (Impact of the photon, WW
October) believes that a single photon of radia
tion is unable to produce interference with a
later arrival. He might be right. No doubt the
experiment of G.. I. Taylor would be worth
repeating with modem equipment.

However, I see no reason why lIItemifJ',
single, photons shouldn't produce interference
effects. To produce interference one uses an
interferometer (or a simple doubly-reflecting
system) in which the two interfering beams have

(a) zero longitudinal displacement
Cb) zero lateral displacements
(c) zero time displacement.

It is well-known that interference between
two beams of radiation can still be obtained if (a>
isn't quite satisfied, namely) if the two beams
aren't quite the same lengths. In the c:ae of
light, the interference fringes look 'wuhed out'
the blicka aren't quite black and the whites
aren't quite white.

It is not so well-known that interference CID
still be obtained if (b) ian't quite satisfied,
namely) jf the two equal beams are laterally
displaced .. In the case of light, the frinaes again
look washy.

It doesn't appear to be known whether in
terference can take place if (c) ian't quite .ti..
tied, namely, if any two photons don't arrive at
their rendezvous at the lIII1e instant. My pleas
is that when Taylor made his experiment the
disturbance of one photon lalted lonl enoulb to
cause interference with its followmg photon.

In my opinion, if the above intuference expe
riment were repeated with a stabilized laser u
light-source) and lufficient time was allowed for
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a single pboton's disturbance to die away before
the arrival of its successor, then and only then
will Dr Murrayts prediction come true.
A. H. Winterflood
LondonNI0
Idea about the fundamental nature of e.m.
radiation, electromapetism, the ether, elemen
tary particles and 10 on become ever more difo.
fuse. Contributions to WW over several yean by
JeDDison, WeUard, Aspden and othen are all
faIclnatiq but leave many of us lesser mortals
more confused than ever. So many of the con
flictiq views seem eminently reasonable, at
1eut UDill the next one comes alonlJ

The latest by Aspden and Scon-Murray,
(W1F October, 1982), are likely to fuel 'the fues
of the duality UJUDlent, i.e. waves vs photons.
A unifyina theme JDisbt possibly uise from
pbue-locked cavity researcb at the University of
Kent, (WW June, 1979). Professor Jennisons'
eaormously impressive work does however
aeem to require an acceptance of relativistic
amceptl which may be claimed by some physic
DU to involve paradoxes which are difficult to
I'CIOIve.

Perhaps someone (possibly Prof. Jennison?)
miPt agree to draw the threads together and
tbow iD SUllllDUY form how these differinl
ideas could be reconciled or, at least, how they
may have common Iround. The last may be the
IDOIt important; quite possibly each of the
learned contributon has sJimpsed a little bit of
the truth. For example it does seem possible
chat phase-locked cavities could co-exist with
Aspdents ether, the last mentioned perhaps
providiq a reason for the fmite and specifIC
value of the velocity of e.m. propapnon in
space. Adoptiq a "Machian" approach, should
we Dot after all suspect that e,c,. can only be due
to the presence of space and therefore to some
property it must poIleSI?
- If one accepts the remarkably elepnt and
penuuive arpments· for p-l cavity electrona, is
it not probable that all fundamental particles are
1imiJar, tboup presumably having differq
trapped radiation frequencies? In this event the
inertia of matter and what we call mass (i.e. the
inertial behaviour of matter), are both explaina
ble iD terms of the internal mechanistic proper
ties of the constituent particles. Where then
does tbilleave sravity? Tbat delightfuUy vape
concept of the distortins effects of mass on the
enve10piq space no looser RenlS tenable. Mass
al such i. not even real any more, it is simply a
symptom of inertia which is an inevitable
property ofa p-l cavityl

Thus p-l cavities perhaps need ether so that
the trapped radiation fields can somehow in
terICt with the surroundillls to pnerate distor
tions which the relativists would presumably
reprd al distortions of space (the ether?),
caueed by the presence of mass. If these distofo.
lion' could be shown to propagate, that may be
IfBvityl

The possible existence of a family of po.l cavi
ties haviq differiJis thoulh specific sizes also
needs to be explained. Does the presence of one
si2 caUIe interations with the surroundings
which will give rise to another size; the specific
sizes perhaps beinl influenced by whatever de
termines the specific value of ecc"? FinaUy,
with a family of p-l cavities, do we say that the
smal1eIt mUlt be the ultimate fundamental pan·
icle? It would be ironic if this tumed out to be a
photon!.

AD this il very amateurish and speculative
you may .y. But then, can you do any better?
If I have to believe in an expanding universe, I
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would at least prefer whatever is expandins to
have some definable propertiesl
M. G. T. Hewlett
Midbunt
W.Sussex

ELECTRONIC IGNITION
FoUowins recent correspondence on CD igni
tion systems, readers may be interested in my
esperience. 1 built • kit Germyn Industries) in
1973 and fitted it to my Vauhall Victor FD,
then one year old. 1 have bad no faults or
failures. Startins bas always been at fint touch.
Hence batteries have lasted well, my third beiq
boupt last winter.

No electronic or electrical maintenance has
been needed. A larase once replaced the
contaCts by mistake so 1am on set number two.
From time to time I reset the lap ad check
timinl. The pp needs no clelDiq and shOWl no
wear. PIUlS also last well but have been replaced
after an estimated 20,000 miles use.

The real messqe after nine years is reliable
startins reqlJiriq virtually no maintenance for
an ouday ofaround £10.
J.M.Osbome
ILEA South London Science Centre

With reference to electronic ignition, the ques
tion of misfll'iq at certain ensine speeds ha
been mentioned from time to time.

1 found miafuinl wa. due to the inverter
oscillator lockinl in frequency, at various
multiples of the ipition flrins occurins when
the osclI1ator would CCpu11,t no more and
chaDpd, or tried to lock to the Dczt notch. At
these specific speeds the oscillator tended to
,ehuntU and spikes in the system dell'aded the
fll'iq pulse.

I used mosdy 40506 thyriltors in the few
units I built, and theoretically a very small capa
citor can couple enoup enerIY to fu-e these.
However, liven a cause 1up-rated the coup!inl
values until the problem disappeared. 1 trust
this may be ofsome help to others with the same
problem.

+12V

G. Pirie
Craipvon
County Armap

Mr WatkiDlOn could not be aware ofall the facts
when he wrote his letter (WW November). I
should be obJised for the opportuDity to let the
record straisht and to correct some false impres·
sion••

1had not hitherto reprded main distributors
as normal retail chanDels of supply; nevertheless
I extended my enquiries to them for the
specified Lc. These included Quarndon
BlecuoDics who offered S4LSOIJ in Mu of
SNS401J within a reasonable minimum order
value of £5. It was soon apparent to me' however

that to buy the i.c. on its own (I had already
acquired TIL31 and TIL81) would make it I

relatively expensive component. Taken tosether
with the COlt of catalopes. poItap, etc." in
curred durins my enquiries (apenditure whicb,
incidentally, would bave enabled me to replace
the conventional points several time. over) I
concluded the opto-electronic contact breaker
could not be a COlt-effective addition to my 4
cylinder car. It was a simple economic decision
to abandon it (for the present at any rate) and
did not imply any criticism of the author'.
choice of the component.

On the other band, if Mr Cooper'l ignition
unit WlI to remain cost-effective, 11 be ob
viously intended it should, 1considered it advil
able to find a source for the transformer he
specified without the hassle and expenle
involved in shoPPinl for the SN5401J. It
seemed at the time to be a sensible action to seek
this timely direction. In the Jilht of the reaction
it has provoked 1am now not so lure. Need)eu
to say, Mr Coo~ WII unltintiq in the help he
pve.I wu particularly lI'Iufled to leam that be
at least appreciated the diffICulties iD procure
ment that CID IOmetimes confront the DOn-pro
fesaioaal.

In the cue of the opto-electronic contact
breaker, it made little sense to me to publish a
circuit in April 1981 and then to foUow it up tell
monthllater with a deal of further information
in respoDse to 'Caeveral enquiries" which, in my
humble opinion, could have been anticipated
haviq reprd to the UDivena1 appeal ofa circuit
with an automotive application. Moreover, if
what wu ltated in February 1982 needed to be
said at all, it would have been better, and indeed
more helpful, to have lAid it when the clrcuit
was presented to readers. But as Mr WatkiDson
10 rilbdy comments, you cannot satisfy
everybody all the time. 1 do haten to allure
him, however, that I wa not amoq thole who
would presume to question hi, judpment about
components which he reprded u crucial to the
reliable operation of the circuit in the hostile
environment intended for it. 1am sorry that a a
result of my letter he should therefore feel it
incumbent on him to defend it yet &pin.
J. E. StevenlOn
Pur1ey
Surrey

TAPE VOICES
With reference to Mr Stein's letter iD the Octo..
ber issue, the existence of these voices has really
been attributed to known physical effects, such
as broadcast breakthroup, and peoplets ability
to fmd form in random noise.

DaYid B1Iis has researched the subject at areat
1enlth under a scholarship awarded by a Cam
bridle 0011., and reluctantly found very little
evidence for any paranormal happeninp. Hi'
researches are available in a book Tu
MItliuIruIrip Df IU TtIIJI R«ordIr (ISBN 0
9506024 0 X) for £2,25 from him at Pemwood,
Nishtinples, Weat Chiltington, Pulboroush,
West Sussex RH20 2QT. The book includes
practical details which enable readen to
perform their own experiments.

Another reference on this subject is by
Professor W. R. Rennett, in Scilnli/it tmd Bnri
".m",Pro",.,. SD""" will.". Compuur (Pren
tice HaU 1976 ISBN 0 13 795807 2). This is
really a book ~n oomputins. He mentions the
Voices, in ID esercile on non-linearity, but an
earlier section on seneratinl random text mea-
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